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Abstract
In this study, an explorative experiment was conducted in which subjects were asked to give route directions to each
other in a simulated campus (similar to Map Task). In order to elicit error handling strategies, a speech recogniser was
used to corrupt the speech in one direction. This way, data could be collected on how the subjects might recover from
speech recognition errors. This method for studying error handling has the advantages that the level of understanding is
transparent to the analyser, and the errors that occur are similar to errors in spoken dialogue systems. The results show
that when subjects face speech recognition problems, a common strategy is to ask task-related questions that conﬁrm
their hypothesis about the situation instead of signalling non-understanding. Compared to other strategies, such as asking for a repetition, this strategy leads to better understanding of subsequent utterances, whereas signalling non-understanding leads to decreased experience of task success.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the greatest challenges when building
dialogue systems is to deal with uncertainty.
Uncertainty comes not only from the ambiguity
of language, but in the case of spoken dialogue,
from imperfect speech recognisers, from which
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the system designer must expect a certain amount
of errors. However, as Brown (1995) points out,
apparently satisfactory communication may often
take place between humans without the listener
arriving at a full interpretation of the words used.
One explanation for this is the redundancy of language and that information often is repeated by
the speakers in order to ensure understanding.
Furthermore, when humans speak to each other,
there is a collaborative process of recovery from
non-understanding or misunderstanding that often
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goes unnoticed (Clark, 1994). The question is how
the seemingly smooth handling of miscommunication in human–human dialogue can be transferred
to human–computer dialogue. In this paper, an
experiment on human–human communication is
presented, where the error recovery strategies employed after miscommunication are explored and
analysed, and their applications to spoken dialogue systems discussed.
One approach to explore such strategies is to
look at problems as they occur in human–human
dialogue, and transfer this knowledge to human–
computer dialogue. There are two potential problems with this approach. Firstly, human–computer
dialogue and human–human dialogue have been
shown to have diﬀerent properties (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991). This is partly due to the userÕs idea of
the system, not being a human, and partly due to
the limitations of the systemÕs conversational capabilities. A second, less obvious, problem is that the
participantsÕ actual understanding of what is said
is not always transparent to the analyser. Just because a speaker does not give any sign of nonunderstanding does not necessarily mean that
every word was understood correctly.
A method that is commonly used to collect data
on human–computer interaction before a dialogue
system is actually built is the Wizard-of-Oz method, where an operator is simulating parts of the
system, most often assuming a perfect speech recogniser. The advantage compared to studying
human–human dialogue is that people will act is
if they spoke to a computer. This method could
be used to collect data on miscommunication,
but the problem is that the collected corpus will
not contain any data on how the speakers handle
typical speech recognition errors (since the recogniser is usually simulated by the operator).
In the experiment presented in this paper, a
speech recogniser has been used in human–human
dialogue to introduce errors. The problems of miscommunication that these errors give rise to, and
the eﬀects they have on the dialogue and the subjectsÕ experience of it, have been analysed. This approach has three advantages. Firstly, the speech
recogniser imposes some limitations similar to
those of a dialogue system, which makes the dialogue more similar to human–computer dialogue.

Secondly, the kind of errors that occur are probably more similar to those that occur in spoken dialogue systems than those that occur in ordinary
human–human dialogue or those that may be simulated in Wizard-of-Oz studies. Thirdly, since the
operatorÕs understanding is limited to that of the
speech recognition result, the level of understanding is more transparent to the analyser.
It is important to remember that a dialogue system, in most cases, is not just a conversational
partner, but also a tool that is used by a human
to solve a task. Thus, error handling strategies
should aim at improving factors that are important from a usability point of view. In common
view, these factors are the objective measures of
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency, and subjective measures of user satisfaction (e.g. Walker et al.,
2000; Larsen, 2003). Although this experiment is
not a study of human–computer interaction, the
metrics that have been used to evaluate the outcome of diﬀerent strategies are inﬂuenced by these
factors, in order to make the results more useful in
the design of spoken dialogue systems.

2. Background
2.1. Miscommunication and error handling
Miscommunication is a general term that denotes all kinds of problems that may occur in dialogue. A common distinction is made between
misunderstanding and non-understanding (e.g.
Hirst et al., 1994; Weigard, 1999). Misunderstanding means that the listener obtains an interpretation
that is not in line with the speakerÕs intentions. If
the addressee fails to obtain any interpretation at
all, or obtains more than one interpretation, with
no way to choose among them, a non-understanding
has occurred. One important diﬀerence between
non-understandings and misunderstandings is that
non-understandings are recognized immediately by
the addressee, while misunderstandings may not be
identiﬁed until a later stage in the dialogue. Some
misunderstandings might never be detected at all.
McRoy (1998) adds misinterpretation to this list,
which occurs when the speakers have diﬀerent beliefs about the world. The current study will focus
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on the ﬁrst two kinds of miscommunication, primarily on non-understanding.
Error handling is the process of preventing,
detecting and recovering from errors. It might
seem a bit awkward to talk about ‘‘errors’’ in
human–human communication. However, in
human–computer dialogue, miscommunication
situations, at least when they are caused by the system not understanding or misunderstanding the
user, can be regarded as deviations from a desired
system performance given the userÕs actions.
Given a speech recognition result, the system
must decide what parts of the utterance should
be taken as correct. If there seems to be too many
errors, the system should consider it a non-understanding. Thus, non-understanding should not be
regarded as something that just happens, but is
something the system has to detect (unless there
is no plausible interpretation at all). If the system
detects that there may be errors in the result, it
must decide if it should make an interpretation
and thereby risk a misunderstanding or if it should
decide upon a non-understanding.
Schegloﬀ (1992) makes a distinction between
second turn repair and third turn repair. In SchegloﬀÕs account, second turn repair means that the
detection and repair is made in the second turn
(counted from the turn when the utterance was
spoken), whereas third turn repair is detected
and initiated in the third turn. Thus, second-turn
repair is done after non-understanding and thirdturn repair after misunderstanding. It is questionable whether the term ‘‘repair’’ is appropriate
when it comes to non-understanding and misunderstanding, since it suggests that the understanding of the previous utterance must be repaired.
Instead, the speakers try to improve the understanding of subsequent utterances (which may be
repetitions or rephrasing of the problematic utterance), i.e. they try to resume understanding, or to
get ‘‘back on track’’, as Shin et al. (2002) puts it.
Thus, the term ‘‘error recovery’’ may be more
suitable.
The study of error recovery after non-understanding has mainly focussed on how usersÕ repetitions of utterances should be handled better. For
example, Ainsworth and Pratt (1992) investigates
how the system could eliminate the recognised
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word from the vocabulary to improve recognition
of repetitions. Several studies have also focussed
on the problem of hyperarticulation of repetitions
(e.g. Oviatt et al., 1996; Levow, 1998; Bell and
Gustafson, 1999). Many speech recognisers are
not built for hyperarticulation, which makes the
understanding of repeated utterances even more
diﬃcult. A common assumption seems to be that
after non-understanding, the system has no option
but to signal non-understanding, and thereby
encourage repetition. Balentine et al. (2001) argues
that such requests for repetition tend to be very tedious if there are a lot of errors, and that they
should be avoided.
2.2. Studying human–computer error handling
In order to design dialogue systems that can
handle the varieties of situations that occur in
human–computer dialogue—such as miscommunication—data of such interaction needs to be collected. The Wizard-of-Oz method, in which
parts of the system are controlled by an operator
(the ‘‘wizard’’) (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991), is traditionally used for tasks like this. One problem concerning studies of error handling is that it is hard
to get an accurate account of what happens when
speech recognition errors occur, since they are often ignored when the experiment is conducted. The
optimistic assumption tends to be that these things
can be added later on when the rest is solved, or
that the problem will disappear automatically as
speech recognisers get better. One approach to
get data on miscommunication is to simulate
errors, for example by randomly substituting
words in the input. But, as Fraser and Gilbert
(1991) points out, this is an almost impossible task
in a Wizard-of-Oz environment. Firstly, the wizard
is working under time pressure and it may be hard
to make the right substitutions while controlling
other components. Secondly, the kind of errors
that really do occur are hard to simulate. Just
substituting random words may be too simplistic
a model. Out-of-vocabulary words will often give
rise to unexpected results, as the speech recogniser
is trying to ﬁt what has been said into the language
model using in-vocabulary words. Another approach considered by Fraser and Gilbert (1991)
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is using a speech recogniser as a ﬁlter between the
user and the operator, but they argue that it would
be too hard for the operator to read the speech recognition results, and that the poor speech recognition performance would constrain the dialogue too
much. Paek (2001) suggests that a speech recogniser could be used in a Wizard-of-Oz setting to
establish a gold standard for other components,
which are simulated by the operator.
A fundamental assumption behind the Wizardof-Oz-method is that users are thought to behave
diﬀerently when talking to a machine compared
to talking to a human (Dahlbäck et al., 1993).
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the system
has conversational limitations that will constrain
the dialogue. Secondly, the user has a model of
the partner that will aﬀect the linguistic constructs
used. Many studies that compare human–human
and human-wizard conditions (see Fraser and Gilbert, 1991 for an overview) do not make this distinction and these variables are not controlled
systematically and independently of one another.
Thus, they do not tell us which one of them is
important for the diﬀerences that appear. However, in an experiment conducted by Amalberti
et al. (1993), the eﬀect of the userÕs conceptions
about the other speaker was tested independently
of the limitations of the system. Two groups of
subjects were asked to obtain information about
air travel via spoken dialogue with a remote travel
agent. One group was told that they were talking
to a computer, while the other was told that they
were talking to a human operator. In both cases,
the voice of the operator was distorted. The
amount of distortion was carefully tuned, so that
the human group could be told that they were testing communication through a noisy channel, while
the other group were told that they were talking to
a computer. Thus, the experimental setting was exactly the same for the two groups, apart from their
conceptions about the other speaker. The results
showed that there were diﬀerences in the usersÕ linguistic behaviour. However, the diﬀerences were
most noticeable initially, and a lot of diﬀerences
tended to disappear in subsequent sessions. Furthermore, the diﬀerences that were found between
the groups were mainly related to problem solving,
where the users in the human group were more

cooperative towards the operator. This suggests
that the experience the user has of a system will affect the userÕs behaviour in future interactions. If
users are faced with more cooperative systems,
they may start to take advantage of this. In order
to make advance in the development of dialogue
systems, it could be dangerous to adapt to usersÕ
current beliefs of the capabilities of such systems,
especially users who have a very limited experience
of them.
This leads us to another problem concerning
explorative Wizard-of-Oz experiments. Numerous
studies show that the behaviour of a dialogue system has great impact on the userÕs behaviour (e.g.
Brennan, 1996). Thus, the way the wizard acts will
inﬂuence the data that is collected. This can be a
problem, since the collected data might be based
on a priori assumptions about the usersÕ behaviour
and how a system is supposed to react to them,
and might not cover other, unanticipated interaction patterns. Using a speech recogniser in a controlled Wizard-of-Oz setting would also make it
hard to prescribe how the operator should behave
depending on diﬀerent levels of comprehensibility.
All in all, it seems as if the Wizard-of-Oz
method might be diﬃcult to use for studying error
handling strategies, even if a speech recogniser is
included in the setting, unless the experimenter
has a very clear idea of the diﬀerent errors that will
occur and which speciﬁc error handling strategies
should be tested. In order to deceive the subject,
the wizard must work fast and accurately. This
does not only require a good design of the experimental setting and operator environment, but also
much training of the operator. Since the method is
very costly to perform, it may be unfeasible to use
it for conducting more explorative experiments on
such strategies.

3. Method
3.1. Using speech recognition for exploring human
error handling strategies
In this study, an explorative experiment was
conducted in which subjects were asked to give
route directions to each other in a simulated cam-
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pus, using a speech recogniser to corrupt the
speech in one direction. Data was collected on
how the subjects reacted to and recovered from
speech recognition errors. The goal was to get
clues as to how errors may be handled in spoken
dialogue systems, not to test speciﬁc error handling strategies. The task was chosen to resemble
that of a fairly complex spoken dialogue system
and the two subjects were given the role of operator (corresponding to the ‘‘dialogue system’’) and
user. The operator could not hear what the user
said, and had to read the speech recognition result
from a screen. A number of diﬀerent naive operators were used in order to get varied data on error
handling strategies. As opposed to the Wizardof-Oz method, the operator was treated as a subject as well and the users were openly informed
about the setting.
As discussed previously, the problem of transferring results from human–human studies to
human–computer dialogue has been shown to be
dependent mainly on the limitations that real systems impose on the dialogue. In the current study,
the users were told that a speech recogniser was
used, and were therefore aware of the fact that
complex utterances might not get through. Since
speech recognition is regarded as the bottleneck
of most complex spoken dialogue systems, the results of this study may be more easily transferred
to dialogue systems than results taken from ordinary human–human dialogue.
One thing that does diﬀer in the conversation
with humans and machines, even when the channel
is equally noisy in both cases, is the amount of
common ground (Clark, 1996) that the speakers
have before engaging in the conversation. To minimise common ground, the operator and the user
were not allowed to meet before or during the
experiment. However, both subjects were fully informed about the experimental setting. If the user
should not be allowed to form any assumptions
about the operator, the question is how the operator should reply. One possibility could be to let the
operator type a message, synthesize it and play it
back to the user, using a text-to-speech system.
However, pilot studies showed that this would be
too slow, and that the operator might behave in
a ‘‘lazy’’ way, not typing the whole message as it
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Fig. 1. The setting used in the experiment.

would have been spoken. Another solution could
be to let the operator choose or compose the answer from a set of templates, but this would restrict the operatorÕs output, and unexpected
behaviour would not be captured. The proposed
solution is to let the operator speak freely and distort the speech through a vocoder. The ﬁnal setting
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It should be noted that this experimental setting
lacks the control that the consistent behaviour of a
trained operator would give. Still, this method
may be good for explorative studies, which aim
at ﬁnding new ideas on dialogue behaviour, and
especially on how error situations could be handled. It should be followed up by more controlled
experiments (preferably with a real system) in
order to test the derived hypotheses.
3.2. The domain for the experiment
A general distinction can be made between
problem solving and information seeking dialogue
(e.g. Flycht-Eriksson, 2001). Most dialogue systems built today are designed for information
seeking, such as travel information and stock
quotes. The domain used in this experiment is
not about information seeking, but direction-giving, which would be classiﬁed as problem solving.
In such a domain, the userÕs goal is to get to a speciﬁc location and the dialogue system (in this
experiment the operator) is used to get route directions. The system (operator) does not know where
the user is, and must rely on the userÕs descriptions
of the environment. One important diﬀerence from
information seeking is that the dialogue system
(operator) can establish the userÕs goal at an early
stage in the dialogue and then work towards this
goal. In information seeking, the system rarely
knows the userÕs ﬁnal goal. The dialogue type
can aﬀect which types of error handling strategies
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might be used by speakers, which should be kept in
mind when analysing the results.
Dialogue about route descriptions have been
studied extensively in so-called Map Task experiments (see Anderson et al., 1991, for a description
of a corpus, and Brown, 1995, for an extensive
analysis). The question is to what extent these data
are applicable to dialogue systems for navigation,
since the user (the ‘‘follower’’ in Map Task) has access to the whole map and can talk about absolute
directions (such as ‘‘north’’, ‘‘south’’, ‘‘up’’ and
‘‘down’’). For this experiment, a simulation environment, which is described in the next section,
was built to prevent the user from using such information. Although miscommunication has been
studied in Map Task experiments previously
(Brown, 1995; Carletta, 1996), such experiments
have not, to the authorÕs knowledge, been conducted using a speech recogniser.
3.3. Experimental design
3.3.1. Subjects
Sixteen subjects were used, 8 users and 8 operators. All subjects were native speakers of Swedish.
The subjects were paired in groups of operator/
user. There were 8 women and 8 men, equally balanced as operators and users. Users with low to
medium computer experience were chosen (to represent ordinary users), while the operators were
chosen with a somewhat higher computer experience and some experience of speech technology,
on the assumption that this would make the learning of the operator interface faster. However, since
the purpose of the study was to collect data on
‘‘natural’’ human error handling, people with
experience in dialogue system design were not used
as operators.
3.3.2. Scenarios
The users were given the task to get from one
department to another in a simulated campus.
The operatorsÕ task was to guide the users. The
operators had access to a map showing the entire
campus to help them with their task. In order to
solve the task, the users had to state the goal and
continuously describe their current location. When
guiding the users, the operators had no direct ac-

cess to their position, but had to rely on their
descriptions of surrounding landmarks. Five different scenarios were given to each pair of subjects,
which resulted in 40 dialogues. The order of the
scenarios was changed and balanced between
pairs, so that general trends after several sessions
could be studied independently of scenario.
3.3.3. Material
A system for handling the simulation of the
campus and for managing the communication between the subjects was built. The userÕs and the
operatorÕs interfaces to the systems are shown in
Fig. 2.
At the bottom of the userÕs screen (A), the scenario was presented. Only a small fraction of the
map (B) surrounding the current position was
shown (seen from above). The user ‘‘walked’’ in
the campus by using the arrow keys on a keyboard. When the user changed direction, the whole
map rotated, so that the user always was facing
‘‘up’’, which made it hard for the subjects to talk
about ‘‘up’’, ‘‘down’’, ‘‘north’’ or ‘‘south’’. Instead, they had to use landmarks and relative
directions.
The operatorÕs map (C) was identical to the
userÕs, except for some street names that were
missing on the userÕs map. The operator could easily look up where the departments were located
(D). The userÕs position was not shown on the
operatorÕs map, so the operator had to rely on
the userÕs descriptions of the environment. On each
screen, there was a legend explaining the landmarks (E).
Both the user and the operator were wearing
headsets and a push-to-talk mechanism was used.
The operatorÕs speech was processed through a vocoder and played back directly to the user. The
processed speech was fairly easy to understand,
according to post-interviews. However, a lot of
prosody was distorted, and the users could not tell
whether it was a male or female voice.
The userÕs speech was recognised by a speech
recogniser and the recognised string was displayed
on the operatorÕs screen (F). An oﬀ-the-shelf
speech recogniser was used with built-in acoustic
models of Swedish. A tri-gram language model
was used, trained on a small corpus of invented
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Fig. 2. The userÕs interface to the left and the operatorÕs interface to the right.

dialogues and transcriptions from pilot studies.
The vocabulary was of about 350 words. As Fraser
and Gilbert (1991) points out, using speech recognition in a Wizard-of-Oz setting might be tough
for the operator, since the recognition result may
be hard to present and interpret. In this experiment, the words were coloured in greyscale according to each wordÕs conﬁdence score, so that they
should be more easily readable, allowing the operator to get an immediate and overall understanding of the conﬁdence scores of the words. Words
that were coloured in darker tones had higher conﬁdence scores, while lighter tones reﬂected lower
conﬁdence scores. Since the operator could not
hear the user, an indicator on the screen showed
whether the user was speaking or not, in order to
facilitate turn taking.
3.3.4. Procedure
The user and operator were informed separately
about the experiment and the setting, and the
respective computer interfaces were explained to
them. After the instructions, the subjects were
placed in diﬀerent rooms and were not allowed

to see each other until the experiment was over.
They got no information about each other before
the experiment. During the experiment, the conductor of the experiment was sitting behind the
operator and could see what the operator was
doing and hear what the participants said (using
headphones). The conductor also assisted in
answering any technical questions about the system from the operator during the experiment.
The user was sitting alone. The task was interrupted if the subjects did not complete it within
ten minutes. There were no instructions on who
should start the conversation, who should take
the initiative and ‘‘lead’’ the dialogue, or on possible error handling strategies.
After each scenario, both operator and user
ﬁlled out a questionnaire about the interaction.
The questionnaire consisted of a number of statements, for each of which the subjects stated to
what extent they agreed. Only one of the statements from the usersÕ questionnaire is discussed
in this report: ‘‘we did well in solving the task’’.
There was a choice of seven levels of agreement,
ranging from ‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly
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agree’’. After the whole experiment, both user and
operator were interviewed. For the users, the questions mainly concerned how well they thought that
they had been understood and if they had understood the vocoder.
3.4. Data analysis
All utterances of the users and operators were
transcribed and manually annotated. Each utterance was annotated with regard to which dialogue
acts it contained and how well it was understood.
Some annotation examples are given in Table 1.
The dialogue act scheme was not intended to be
general. Instead, it was constructed to cover the
most frequent types of dialogue acts in the current
experiment. The purpose of annotating dialogue
acts was to ﬁnd relations between these and the
understanding of utterances. Unlike more general
schemes (such as Carletta et al., 1997), distinctions
were also made between questions and assertions
concerning diﬀerent subtasks in the domain, such
as establishing a goal, ﬁnding out the usersÕ positions and giving directions. No distinction was
made between assertions and answers (which can
be seen as subset of assertions), since this would
introduce unnecessary ambiguity, especially as
there was a lot of miscommunication. The dialogue acts were encoded based on the spoken,
not the recognised, utterances. The dialogue acts
are presented in Table 2.
Each user utterance was also annotated with regard to how well it was immediately ‘‘understood’’
by the operator. ‘‘Understood’’ here means that the
operator continued the dialogue with one interpretation, knowing that it may turn out to be incorrect. It does not necessarily mean that that the
operator believed in the interpretation. For example, a clariﬁcation question from the operator such
as ‘‘do you have a tree on your left?’’ shows that the
operator understands that there is a tree on the left
from the previous utterance. Based on the userÕs
reaction to this question, the operator may later reject this interpretation. However, it is still annotated as (partially) understood or misunderstood,
since this was the immediate interpretation. To estimate the level of understanding, the speech recognition result and the operatorÕs reaction to the

utterance were considered. The degree of understanding was classiﬁed into four categories:
• Full understanding (FULL ): The full intention of
the utterance was understood.
• Partial understanding (PARTIAL ): Only a fragment or a part of the full intention was
understood.
• Non-understanding (NON ): No part or fragment
of the intended message (with the possible
exception of a single vague word) was
understood.
• Misunderstanding (MIS ): The operator continued with an interpretation that was not in line
with the userÕs intention.
Of course, the annotator had no direct access to
the speakerÕs intention for each utterance. However, the interpretation was highly constrained by
the task context. If there were speech recognition
errors that could lead to misunderstanding, these
were only marked as misunderstanding if the operator seemed to continue with an interpretation of
them. An example of this is utterance Ua.4 in
Table 1. The utterance Oa.5 suggests that the operator interprets the word ‘‘nineteen’’ as correct, so
Ua.4 is classiﬁed as a misunderstanding. In contrast, there is nothing in utterance Oa.7 or Ob.2
(or subsequent utterances) that suggest that the
previous utterance was misunderstood (in this
sense), even though there are many misrecognised
words.
The data was transcribed and annotated by one
main annotator. To check the reliability of the
annotation scheme used, two other persons annotated 1/5 of the dialogues (i.e. full dialogues, randomly selected). The annotators were instructed
to annotate according the deﬁnitions of understanding, understanding levels, and dialogue acts,
as they are described above. For dialogue acts,
the main annotator agreed with one of the other
annotators in 99.1% of the cases and with both
of them in 97.5% of the cases. For the understanding levels, the scores were 94.9% and 89.8%. The
most common disagreement was between partial
and full understanding. These ﬁgures were judged
good enough to base the analysis on the main
annotation.
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Table 1
Example annotation
Id

Utterance

Understanding

O.a1

Take to the right in the crossing and continue. You will
have a gravel pitch on your right and then a concrete
building and then you will get to a crossing and you can
stop there

U.a2

Dialogue act
ASSERT ROUTE

FULL

ASSERT POSITION

(I am there)
O.a3

Okay, then continue, eeh lets see, the concrete house
that you have on your right side when you have passed
the crossing and continued straight forward, well you
should pass it and then you should take to the right
directly after that house

ACKNOWLEDGE
ASSERT ROUTE

U.a4

MIS

REQUEST ROUTE

(number ten in the corner of the house, should I round it?)
O.a5

ASSERT ROUTE

Number nineteen is Machine Construction

U.a6

PARTIAL

(At a gravel pitch. Am I right then?)
O.a7

Okay, then there is a little problem, I must check, wait a moment

U.b1
O.b2

ACKNOWLEDGE
ASSERT PROBLEM
REQUEST ACT WAIT

(yes I am there and where shall I go now)

ASSERT POSITION
REQUEST ROUTE

Repeat

REQUEST ACT REPEAT

NON

U.b3

PARTIAL

(eeh now I have come to the wooden building how should I go then)
O.c1

ASSERT POSITION
REQUEST ROUTE

REQUEST ROUTE

Do you have a brick building on your right?

U.c2

ASSERT POSITION

REQUEST POSITION
NON

ACKNOWLEDGE

(yes I have)
O.c3

REQUEST POSITION
(REPEAT )

Do you have a brick building on your right?

U.c4

NON

ACKNOWLEDGE

(yes I have)
O.c5

What else can you see than the wooden building?

REQUEST POSITION

The columns denote (from left to right): the speaker (Operator or User) and utterance id, the utterance (in case of a user utterance, ﬁrst
the recognised utterance and then the spoken utterance in italics), the understanding, and the dialogue act label. All examples are
translated from Swedish. The conﬁdence shading of the words in the speech recognition results have been transferred to the corresponding English words in the translation.

4. Results
4.1. General results
The 40 dialogues resulted in 736 user utterances
(18.4 per dialogue on average). The mean utter-

ance length was 6.7 words. 80% of the 40 scenarios
were solved within ten minutes. There were a lot of
errors in the recognition results, about 42% word
error rate (WER). This was partly due to the usersÕ
relatively free speech and partly due to the limited
training of the language models (an average 7.3%
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Table 2
The dialogue act categories
Label

Example

REQUEST GOAL
ASSERT GOAL

Where do you want to go?
I want to go to the
department for machine
construction
Can you see a wooden
building?
I have a tree to my left and
a concrete building
to my right
How should I go now?
After the building, you
should take to the left
I do not understand/Please
repeat/What did you say?
Are you ready?
There seems to be a problem
Please wait
I am waiting
Okay/Yes
No
Hello
Thank you

REQUEST POSITION
ASSERT POSITION

REQUEST ROUTE
ASSERT ROUTE
SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING
REQUEST READY
ASSERT PROBLEM
REQUEST ACT WAIT
ASSERT ACT WAIT
ACKNOWLEDGE
NO
GREETING
THANKS

out-of-vocabulary rate). There were large individual diﬀerences in terms of understanding. The different operatorsÕ average understanding is shown
in Fig. 3. In the rightmost bar, the average understanding for all subjects is shown.
As can be seen in the ﬁgure, very few of the
utterances resulted in misunderstanding. This
means that when misrecognitions occurred, the
operators were very good at deciding which words

were correct and which were not. When there were
a lot of misrecognitions, this resulted in partial
understanding or non-understanding, instead of
misunderstanding. Thus, the operators were very
good at error detection. More than 50% full understanding in general may seem to be high compared
to the high WER. However all words do not have
to be correct for full understanding. Moreover, the
WER was not equally distributed between utterances. Some had very low WER and some very
high.
In order to ﬁnd out whether the subjects improved at the task during the ﬁve sessions, a trend
analysis was tested on several factors. As shown in
Fig. 3, there was a large between-pair variance,
which makes it hard to ﬁnd general trends. However, it turned out that the proportion of nonunderstanding and the number of user utterances
(a measure of the length of the dialogue) changed
after subsequent sessions (one-way repeated
measures ANOVA; p < 0.05). An analysis of polynomial contrasts showed that both variables decreased in a linear fashion. The trends are shown
in Fig. 4.
The post interviews revealed that, despite of the
numerous non-understandings, the users in general
experienced that they were almost always understood. It turned out that in many cases, instead
of signalling non-understanding—which may seem
like the obvious choice—the operators employed
other strategies.
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Fig. 3. The diﬀerent operatorsÕ average understanding of the
usersÕ utterances across all ﬁve sessions.
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Fig. 4. The average number of user utterances and proportion
of non-understanding in each dialogue, as they decrease after
subsequent sessions.
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4.2. Strategies after non-understanding
The operatorsÕ strategies after non-understanding were divided into three categories:
SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING , ASSERT ROUTE
and REQUEST POSITION . The three groups were
of approximately equal size.
4.2.1. SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING
This category includes all reactions to nonunderstanding where the operator somehow signalled that the utterance was not understood. This
includes explicit requests for repetition (‘‘please
repeat’’, ‘‘what did you say’’), assertions of nonunderstanding (‘‘I didnÕt understand’’), and repetitions of the same utterance (O.c1–O.c3 in Table 1
is an example of a repetition). Consider the following example:
U.d1:
(thatÕs right)
O.d2: Please repeat what you said
U.d3:
(thatÕs right)
In the example, the problem with the recognition is that the expression ‘‘thatÕs right’’ isnÕt covered by the language model. Therefore, the
repetition doesnÕt lead to a recovery from the
problem. Example U.b1–U.b3 in Table 1 is an
example where the request for repeat instead triggers the user to rephrase, which leads to a minor
recovery (partial understanding).
4.2.2. ASSERT ROUTE
This category contains all reactions to nonunderstanding where the operator gave a new
route description without any of the signals of
non-understanding mentioned above. Here is an
example:
O.e1: Continue a little bit forward
U.e2:
(past the wooden
house?)
O.e3: Now, walk around the wooden house.
Take left and then right
The only thing that the operator seems to rely
on, in this example, is something about a house.
Since it is impossible to interpret what the user is
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trying to say and since the word house does not
contribute much (in this domain) to the understanding, this has been classiﬁed as a non-understanding. Although it seems like the operator is
totally ignoring the userÕs contribution, the operator utterance implicitly veriﬁes the userÕs position
by referring to a wooden house (something that
there are only a few of on the map). If the hypothesis is incorrect and the operatorÕs utterance was
out of place, the user has a chance to react so that
the recovery process may continue. If it is correct
(as in this case), the user will probably perceive
the situation as if the utterance was fully
understood.
4.2.3. REQUEST POSITION
This category contains all reactions to nonunderstanding where the operator asked a question about the userÕs position without any of the
signals of non-understanding mentioned above.
Here is an example:
O.f1: Do you see a wooden house in front of you?
U.f2:
(I pass the wooden house now)
O.f3: Can you see a restaurant sign?
The operator seems unsure of whether the user
really can see a wooden house, but instead of asking the user to repeat, another question is asked
that is conﬁrming the same hypothesis as the operator wanted to conﬁrm by asking the ﬁrst question. Another example is Oc.3–O.c5 in Table 1.
After the non-understanding, the operator asks
about a wooden building (which has been mentioned previously in the dialogue). Since the question is task-related (and not related to what has
been said), it implicitly conﬁrms the operatorÕs
hypothesis about the userÕs position without
signalling non-understanding (just as with
ASSERT ROUTE ).
4.3. Error recovery
As discussed and exempliﬁed previously, miscommunication may often lead to error spirals,
where the user just repeats the non-understood
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utterance or starts to hyperarticulate. A good error
recovery strategy should therefore aim at coming
to understanding, or get ‘‘back on track’’, as
quickly as possible after a non-understanding has
occurred. In order to evaluate the diﬀerent strategies based on this criterion, the operatorÕs understanding of the userÕs utterance following a
reaction to a non-understanding was studied. As
an example, take the sequence b.1–b3 in Table 1.
After the ﬁrst non-understanding, the operator selects the strategy SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING .
This strategy leads to a partial understanding of
the next utterance. The distribution of the operatorsÕ understanding following the diﬀerent strategies is presented in Fig. 5. The top bar shows the
expected distribution, which is the general distribution for all utterances, also shown in the rightmost bar in Fig. 3.
Statistical tests showed that there was no deviation from the expected distribution after ASSERT
ROUTE and SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING , but
after REQUEST POSITION there were signiﬁcantly
less non-understandings and instead signiﬁcantly
more partial understandings (goodness-of-ﬁt test;
dF = 3; v2 = 12.52; p < 0.01). This suggests that
REQUEST POSITION leads to better recovery from
the problem.
Why does REQUEST POSITION lead to less nonunderstanding? To answer this question, the types
of questions that were posed and the reactions to
the strategies were analysed further. Approximately 1/3 of the REQUEST POSITION utterances
were wh-questions and 2/3 yes/no-questions. This
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ASSERTROUTE

SIGNALNONUNDERSTANDING
S

S

REQUESTPOSITION
FULL
PARTIAL

NON
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Fig. 5. The understanding of the userÕs utterance that follows
the operatorÕs reaction to a non-understanding. ‘‘S’’ marks
signiﬁcant deviation from the expected value.

Table 3
Mean and median length of the utterances (number of words)
following the diﬀerent strategies

SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING
ASSERT ROUTE
REQUEST POSITION

Mean
utterance
length

Median
utterance
length

7.4
6.4
8.6

4
5
8

may suggest that the questions constrain the length
of the answers from the user and thereby increase
the speech recognition performance. However, yes/
no-questions do not always result in simple yes/no
answers, as the example U.f2 illustrates. Table 3
shows the utterance length following the diﬀerent
strategies. As seen in the table, the utterances following REQUEST POSITION , are not shorter, but
longer. The better understanding of these utterances is probably explained by the fact that they
constrain the response to the domain and the language models, which increase speech recognition
performance. Moreover, the speciﬁc question that
precedes the response may also constrain the interpretation of the speech recognition result even if it
is poor. This is not true for ASSERT POSITION , and
may explain why REQUEST POSITION , works
better.
4.4. User experience of task success
Fast error recovery can be regarded as a measure of eﬃciency. But from a user-centred point
of view, the experience of using the system should
come ﬁrst, and eﬃciency should be a means for
improving the experience of using the system.
Thus, it is interesting to examine how diﬀerent
recovery strategies and other objective measures
contribute to the userÕs experience. Since there
was a large between-pair and within-pair variance
(as shown in Figs. 3 and 4), regarding the subjectsÕ
performance, it should be possible to correlate the
userÕs experience with objective measures for different pairs and sessions. To investigate this, a
multiple regression analysis was used in a way similar to the PARADISE evaluation framework for
dialogue systems (Walker et al., 2000). The idea
behind PARADISE is to ﬁnd out the relation
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Table 4
Results from the regression analysis
Contributing factors
Total time
SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING

Coeﬀ
0.456
0.560

SE
0.083
0.262

t-Stat
5.499
2.142

p-Value
<0.001
0.039

Non-contributing factors
Total path
WER
Non-understanding
ASSERT ROUTE
REQUEST POSITION

between the subjective measure of the userÕs satisfaction (which can be collected by using a questionnaire) and a number of objective measures
(the task success and dialogue costs, such as number of repetitions, WER, etc.). If this relation can
be estimated, it is possible to predict the eﬀect on
user satisfaction that the tuning of objective
parameters will have (such as improving the
WER), without having to run expensive user tests
(Walker et al., 2000). The method can also be used
to give insights into which parameters are important for the user satisfaction of dialogue systems
in general and which are not.
The input to the regression analysis is a criterion variable (in the case of PARADISE, the user
satisfaction) and a set of predictor variables (the
objective measures). The output is a set of coeﬃcients for the predictor variables that describe the
relative contribution of each variable for the variation in the criterion variable. Since the userÕs task
in the current study was given beforehand and was
quite artiﬁcial, it was hard to get a measure of the
‘‘user satisfaction’’. Instead, the userÕs experience
of task success was used. The question ‘‘how well
do you think that you did in solving the task?’’
from the questionnaire was used as the dependent
factor, which was a rating from 0 to 6. As predictor variables, factors that were likely to aﬀect the
userÕs experience were selected: time to solve the
task, the length of the path that the user went,
the mean WER, the number of non-understandings, and the number of uses of the error recovery
strategies (SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING , ASSERT ROUTE , REQUEST POSITION ). All 40 dialogues were used as data points.

If several predictor variables correlate, they will
explain the same variation in the criterion variable,
and the result will depend on which predictor variables are selected. It is therefore important to select the variables systematically. Hinkle et al.
(1994) describes three procedures for doing this:
backward solution, forward solution and stepwise
solution. All three were tested, and they all resulted in a signiﬁcant correlation between the criterion variable and two of the predictor variables
(R2 = 0.56; p < 0.0001). The contribution of the
diﬀerent variables to the userÕs experience of task
success is shown in Table 4.
As can be seen in the table, the only factors that
contributed were time for task completion and the
number of non-understandings that the operator
had signalled (which both had a negative eﬀect).
It is interesting that neither the number of nonunderstandings nor the WER per se had any eﬀect
on the userÕs experience, but only the cases where
the user was made aware of the nonunderstanding.

5. Conclusions and discussion
In the experiments, the high WER caused only
a few misunderstandings, but many non-understandings. This suggests that diﬀerent knowledge
sources (such as conﬁdence score, syntactic structure and context) can be used (at least by humans)
for detection of errors in the speech recognition result, and for deciding upon appropriate reactions
to them. Despite the numerous non-understandings, users reported that they were almost always
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understood. Unlike most dialogue systems, the
operators did not often signal non-understanding.
If they did display non-understanding, this had a
negative eﬀect on the userÕs experience of task success. Non-understandings per se had no such
eﬀect.
An alternative reaction to non-understanding
was to ask task-related questions that were conﬁrming the operatorÕs hypothesis about the userÕs
position. This strategy led to fewer non-understandings of the subsequent user utterance, and
thus to a faster recovery from the problem.
On average, the speech recognition performance
was poor. As mentioned previously, this was partly
due to the usersÕ relatively free speech and partly
due to the limited training of the language models.
This may seem as non-representative for most dialogue systems. However, without the poor performance, it would not have been possible to collect
enough data on non-understanding from a reasonable number of dialogues for quantitative analysis.
It is also important to stress that the WER varied a
lot between utterances and subjects (as can be seen
in Fig. 3), which is often the case in real applications. Some dialogues were smooth and successful,
while others were dominated by errors. This also
made the experience of task success more varied,
which is important for regression analysis. Humans
are also probably better at interpreting the bad recognition results than what could be accomplished
with a robust interpreter. Thus, the distribution
of the levels of understanding may be more representative than the WER.
One question is whether it was the signal of
non-understanding per se that led to a lower experience of task success, or if it was the repeated
non-understanding of subsequent utterances.
However, like SIGNAL NON UNDERSTANDING ,
ASSERT ROUTE did not lead to decreased nonunderstanding, but unlike REQUEST POSITION , it
did not lead to decreased experience of task success. This suggests that it is the signalling of nonunderstanding that is frustrating and gives the user
an experience of task failure. This also shows that
eﬃciency might not be the sole predictor for the
userÕs experience of task success.
The fact that the operators were good at error
detection is interesting. The question is to what ex-

tent diﬀerent features (such as conﬁdence scores
and contextual information) contributed to this
performance. Another experiment has been performed to ﬁnd the answer to this question, where
human subjects were given the task to detect errors
in the speech recognition results, given diﬀerent
amount of information (Skantze and Edlund,
2004a).
It would be interesting to ﬁnd out why the subjects get better at the task after repeated sessions.
It is probably due to the fact that they get better
at formulating descriptions and route directions.
It would also be interesting to ﬁnd out whether
they learn any new error handling strategies. Another question is whether it is mainly the user or
the operator that adapt. That is, does a dialogue
system have to adapt to the user, or is it enough
that the user adapts to the system? No general
trends in choice of strategies could be found, probably due to the large inter-subject variance.
The results from this study conﬁrm BrownÕs
(1995) argument that it may be problematic to
study understanding by just analysing ordinary
human–human dialogue, since the signals of
understanding that the speakers send apparently
do not have to reﬂect their true understanding.
As Brown points out, the problem of studying
understanding in ordinary conversation analysis
is that the analyst has no access to what goes on
inside peoplesÕ heads. The analyst has to rely on
the record of the speakersÕ behaviour, such as
grounding and signals of non-understanding.
However, it is not certain at all that these signals
reﬂect the true understanding of the speakers. This
is a serious problem if the analyst wants to relate
the level of understanding to the speakerÕs behaviour during conversation. In psycholinguistic laboratory experiments, the comprehension of subjects
can be studied by carefully controlling the stimuli
and measure the level of understanding after each
utterance or fragment. The problem with such
experiments is that it is not possible to relate
the understanding to an ongoing dialogue that
the subject is engaged in. Brown argues that the
Map Task method provides a solution to this
problem, since the speakersÕ beliefs about the
world are controlled by the experimenter (i.e. what
is printed on the maps). Thus, it becomes possible
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to study miscommunication that arises from the
misalignments of the speakersÕ models of the
world. While this facilitates the study of misinterpretation (in the sense used by McRoy, 1998), it
does not provide information on how people react
to non-understanding, which the experimental setup used in this study supports.
Another conclusion drawn by Brown (1995),
which is augmented by these results, is that listeners do not primarily strive to arrive at a correct
interpretation of utterances. They merely use the
utterances as a knowledge source among others
to solve the task at hand. In a problem solving task
such as guiding, the goal is established early in the
dialogue and the listener can focus on solving the
task by working towards this goal. For the design
of spoken dialogue systems in similar domains, the
results suggest that when non-understandings
occur, a good domain model and robust parsing
techniques should be used to pose relevant questions to the user (instead of signalling non-understanding), so that errors can be eﬃciently
resolved without the user experiencing the dialogue as problematic and dominated by explicit
error handling.
One important question is if these results can be
applied to domains that are not about navigation.
In tasks where a single slot has to be ﬁlled by using
speciﬁc words, there may not be any other option
than to signal non-understanding and thereby
encourage repetition. In certain other, more complex domains, strategies similar to REQUEST POSITION , are likely to be applicable. To illustrate the
possible applications, some examples from diﬀerent domains will be given. The most obvious are
dialogues where the operator is diagnosing a problem. If the system does not understand the answer
to one question, it might be better to ask another
one instead of signalling non-understanding, given
that there are several ways to pinpoint the problem. A similar strategy may also be useful if speech
technology is to be used in games, where nonunderstanding may be frustrating for the user
and task-related questions may be used to guide
the conversation along certain paths. It should
also be possible to ask task-related questions after
non-understanding in information-browsing domains. As an example, take the apartment broker
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domain, which is the domain for the AD APT spoken dialogue system (Gustafson et al., 2000). The
following (invented) dialogue illustrates:
U.g1: Tell me about the bathroom. (full
understanding)
S.g2: It is a tiled bathroom and it has a bathtub
U.g3: Is there anything else you can tell me about
the apartment? (non-understanding)
S.g4: Do you want me to tell you more about
some speciﬁc part of the apartment?
U.g5: Yes, tell me about the kitchen
In this case, the systemÕs response after the nonunderstanding (S.g4) happens to be in place and
does not signal non-understanding. Just like
REQUEST POSITION , it is a task-related question
that may constrain the interpretation of the userÕs
next utterance. The results from this study suggest
that it may have a greater potential for recovering
from the error than an explicit signal of nonunderstanding would have. If it had not been in
place, the user would still have a chance to correct
the system. Furthermore, the user may not always
have a ﬁxed idea of what she wants to know and
may experience a question such as S.g4 as helpful.
In a multimodal system (such as AD APT ), it is also
often possible to switch modality and let the user
provide the information in an alternative way.
Oviatt and VanGent (1996) have shown that
modality switching is a successful method for
recovering from error. The results from this study
suggest that it may be better to do this without signalling non-understanding:
S.h1: Which area are you interested in?
U.h2: I would like to live near the water (nonunderstanding)
S.h3: Can you mark exactly on the map
Utterance S.h3 could start with ‘‘Sorry, I
couldnÕt understand’’, but leaving this out may improve the user experience of task success. The
operators in this study often used some word in
the poor recognition results when formulating
their requests after non-understandings. This is
likely to increase the probability of posing a question that seems relevant.
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Of course, these are just invented examples of
what could possibly be done in other domains to
recover from non-understanding without signalling non-understanding. It would be interesting
to perform experiments similar to this in other domains to ﬁnd out if humans beneﬁt from similar
strategies, or if they have to signal non-understanding. Our next step is to apply the results from
this study to a complete dialogue system (Edlund
et al., 2004). To do this, we have to develop better
techniques for world-level error detection (Skantze
and Edlund, 2004a) and robust interpretation
(Skantze and Edlund, 2004b), so that the system
may detect non-understandings correctly and possibly ﬁnd some correct words that it may use to increase the likelihood of posing relevant error
recovery questions.
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